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- The invention relates particularly to boxes for 
carrying loose powder. : , 

Ethas become customary for ladies to carry 
loose powder boxes in their handbags, etc. The 
powder boxes may be carried in the well or other 
parts of the bag Where they may come into more 
OrleSS. direct contact With other articles carried 
by the user. It is necessary, in order to have a 
satisfactory powder box, to provide meansforpre 

i venting spilling or leakage of the loose powder 
into the handbag, since powder will clingto and 
soil articles with Whichit comes in contact. 

It is customary to provide a powder pad, or 
puff in the box to be used in applying the powder, 
foraminous coverto aid in control of the amount 
of loose powder collected by the pad or puff in 
using. The use of these various articles inside 
of the box reduces the amount of powder which 
may be placed thereinto a small quantity, and 2 
if leakage from the box is great sufficient quan 

and there is also usually provided a sifter or il 

tities of powder may escape from the boxeither 
When it is opened, or when the box is closed to 
make theuse of the box impractical. It is an 
object of the present invention to provide a con 
tainer forpowder providing a secure seal against 
leakage While notinterfering With the availability 
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of the powder to the user and enabling a suffi- . 
cient quantity of powder to be carried in the 
container. 30 

For this purpose there is provided a boxhaving 
a cover portion and a bottom portion. About the 
edges of the bottom of the box there may be 
placed or fastened byany suitable means a border 
of villous material, which may have a nap, being 
Somewhat compressible, felt being suitable. 
border may be of any suitable width. The depth 
of the border is not of material importance but 
preferably it Will be deep or thick enough to pro 
Vide a Well Which Will contain a sufficient quan 
tity of powder to supply the user for a reasonable 
period of time. The border Will be placed in the 
bottom of the box so as to leave exposed a villous 
side to form the top surface of the border. 
There Will also be provided in the box a sifter 

composed of a sheet of any foraminous material. 
The sifter may be provided With a frame, or edge, 
of felted or Villous material placed on the side of 
the sifter adapted to come in contact with the 
border in the bottom of the box. The sifter may 
be of Sufficient size to overlie the border in the 
bottom of the box. Thus When the powder is in 
the container, and the sifter is in place, contact 
of the Villous surfaces of the border and sifter 
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desirable. 

impervious' edge and this effect may be enhanced 
When they are pressed closely together. 
Overthesifter there will be provided in the 

box a powder applicator: or pad which may be of 
compressible material or construction. The com 
bined depth or thickness of the border, sifter and 
powderpad may be greater than the depth of the 
containerso that when the box is closed there 
may be a close, tight compression of the various 
articles in the box to cause the powderto remain 
in place, and the edges of the border and of the 
sifterto remain sealed while the padseals the 
sifter against passage of powder. - - - 
The container may be of any desired shape or 

form, but is shown in the accompanying draw 
ing as oblongfor purposes of illustration. 
Figure 1is a perspective view of a powder box 

in open position with a border in position in its 
bottom. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a sifter. 
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a pad. Fig. 4 is a 
fragmentary:vertical:section on an enlarged scale 
through a side of the box in open position with 
sifter and applicator in place. Fig. 5 is a frag 
mentary: vertical section similar to Fig. 4 and 
showing the cover in closed position. 
A powder box may have a cover 10 anda hollow 

bottom member I. About the inside of the bot 
tom plate of the member II is shown a border 
i 2. The border 2 may be attached to the bot 
tommember II in any suitable way, as byan 
adhesive, ormay be placed in the bottom member 
Il without being attached thereto. When the 
border 2 is in position in the bottom member i 
there is formed a well 13 to receive and store 
loose powder. This border 12 will be of some 
suitable material which may be compressible or 
villous or both. For this purpose felt may be 

A sifter 14 of foraminous material is 
attached to a frame, border or edge 15 of villous 
material such as felt for instance. The frame i5 
of the sifter may be sufficiently large to rest on 
the border 2 throughout its periphery. There 
is shoWn an applicator 6 adapted to be placed 
in the bottom member over the Sifter 4. The 
applicator Will preferably be of compressible ma 
terial or construction and may be sufficiently 
large to cover the entire opening in the sifter 
and to rest on or overlie the border 2 throughout 
itSperiphery. 
When the border 2 and the Sifter 4 and the 

pad 6 are in position in the receptacle the border 
12 and the frame 15 of the sifter 4 will be in close 

- contact and upon them Will rest the applicator 6. 
The thickness of the assembled parts is greater 

will tend to form the two materials into a powder º than the depth of the box, 
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Protection against escape of the powder is in 

Sured When the box is closed. Closure of the 
cover Will put pressure on the assembly and com 
press the felt members or force them into close 
contact Which may be accomplished by preSSure 
on the applicator which may beat the same time 
compressed. Thus powder in the well 3 will be 
sealed against escape at the edges of the Well by 
the contact of the Villous materials of Which the 
borders 2 and 5 are made and from escape 
through the foraminous portion of the sifter 14 
by the pressure of the applicator 16. 
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As illustrated in Fig. 4 a projection 17 on the 
inside of the cover i O may be provided to press 
down upon the applicator 16.. The projection II 
is preferably large enough to overlie somewhat 
the frame 5. Thus the pressure of the projec 
tion 7 Will press tightly together the applicator 
6, the sifter 14 and the border 2 to forma close 

seal against leakage of powder When the box is 
closed. The borders 2 and i5 being of Villous 
or nap material will be compressed somewhat by 
the pressure of the cover with or without the pro 
jection 17 and may tend to remain in close con 
tact, even When the pressure is removed by the 
opening of the cover 0. 
Changes in sizes, materials, shapes and ar 
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rangements may be made without departing from 
the invention as set out in the appended claims. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. In a powder container having a cover; a felt 

border On the bottom of the container Within 
which powder may be placed; a felt frame about 
the Size of the border; a foraminous sheet cover 
ing the frame and attached to it at its edges, 
the frame being adapted to overlie the border 
so that the powder may sift through the forami 
nous sheet; and a compressible powder applicator 
of substantially the same size as the frame, the 
combined thickness of applicator, frame, forami 
nous sheet and border being greater than thein 
side depth of the container So that When the coVer 
is closed it causes the border and frame to forma, 
tight seal for the powder and the applicator to 
prevent powder passing through the foraminous 
sheet. 

2. In a powder container having a cover, a felt 
border on the bottom of the container to forma 
well within which powder may be placed, a fo 
raminous sheet having a felt frame adapted to 
overlie the border, and a compressible powder ap 
plicator of substantially the same size as the 
frame adapted to be placed over the foraminous 
sheet So that When the cover is closed the border, 
frame and applicator form a tight seal for the 
powder. 

3. In a powder receptacle having a cover, a 
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2,260,764 
layer of compressible material about the periph 
ery of the inside of the bottom of the receptacle 
providing a space to store powder, a sifterhaving 
edges lying on the compressible layer, and a pad 
the edges of Which Overlie the edges of the Sifter, 
the cover When closed causing the assembly to 
seal the powder against escape. 

4. In a powder container; a felt border on the 
bottom of the container Within Which powder 
may be placed; a felt, frame about the size of the 
border; a foraminous sheet covering the frame 
and attached to it at its edges, the frame being 
adapted to Overlie the borderso that poWder may 
sift through the foraminous sheet; a compressible 
powder applicator of substantially the same size 
as the frame; a hinged cover for the container, 
and a projection On the inside of the cover as 
large as the frame adapted to press on the appli 
cator When the cover is closed So as to cause the 
border and frame to form a tight Seal for the 
powder and the applicator to prevent powder 
passing through the foraminous sheet. 

5. In a powder receptacle having, a cover, a 
layer of compressible material fastened about the 
periphery of the inside of the bottom of the re 
ceptacle providing a Space to store poWder, a 
sifter having edges lying on the compressible 
layer, and a powder pad fitting the container 
and the coverso as to cause the assembly to seal 
the powder against escape When the receptacle 
is closed. 

6. In a powder receptacle having a cover, a 
layer of compressible material about the periph 
ery of the inside of the bottom of the receptacle 
providing a space to store powder, a sifterhaving 
edges lying on the compressible layer, anda, pad 
the edges of Which overlie the edges of the sifter, 
the cover when closed causing the edges of the 
sifter to forma powder seal with the compressible 
material and the pad to forma powder seal with 
the Sifter. 

7. In a powder receptacle having a cover, a 
layer of Villous material forming a border about 
the periphery of the inside of the bottom of the 
receptacle to provide space to store powder, a 
sifter having villous edges lying on the Villous 
border, and a pad the edges of which overlie the 
edges of the sifter. 

8. In a powder receptacle having a cover, a 
border of compressible material about the bottom 
of the container within which powder may be 
placed, a sifter having a frame of compressible 
material, and a compressible pad thick enough to 
form with the border and sifter a tight seal when 
the receptacle is closed. 

ENAR ANDERSON. 


